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A B S T R A C T   

Diversity is supposed to create better groups and societies but sometimes fails. It is explained why the power of 
diversity may not create better groups in the current diversity prediction theory. Diversity may hurt civic life and 
introduce distrust. This is because the current diversity prediction theory is based on real numbers that ignore 
individual abilities. Its diversity prediction theory maximizes performance with infinite population size. Contrary 
to this, collective intelligence or swarm intelligence is not maximized by infinite population size, but by popu-
lation size. The extended diversity prediction theory using the complex number allows us to express individual 
abilities or qualities. The diversity of complex numbers always produces better groups and societies. The wisdom 
of crowds, collective intelligence, swarm intelligence or nature-inspired intelligence is implemented in the 
current machine learning or artificial intelligence, called Random Forest. The problem of the current diversity 
prediction theory is detailed in this paper.   

1. Introduction 

The importance of diversity was discovered by Francis Galton in 
1907 in decision-making (Galton, 1907). The wisdom of crowds, col-
lective intelligence, or nature-inspired intelligence has suggested that, 
under the right conditions, groups of people with diversity can make 
better decisions than individuals (Galton, 1907). Or, a diverse group of 
problem-solvers made a better collective guess than that produced by 
the group of best-performing solvers. Galton’s diversity theory suggests 
that diverse minds do better in decision-making. Heiko et al. formulated 
diversity of the wisdom of crowds (Heiko et al., 2011). 

The wisdom of crowds is a touting catchphrase like crowdsourcing, 
big data and predictive analytics (Grep, 2017). The current Diversity 
Prediction Theory (DPT) uses the real number (Page, 2007). Diversity is 
supposed to create better groups and societies but sometimes fails. The 
wisdom of crowds is called collective intelligence, swarm intelligence, 
or nature-inspired intelligence in different study areas. 

Robert Putnam suggests that diversity hurts civic life and that dif-
ferences can actually translate into distrust (Putnam, 2007). There are 
pros and cons against Putnam’s finding (McKenna et al., 2018; Grewal, 
2016; Robin et al., 2020). Diverse societies are less cohesive (McKenna 
et al., 2018). Diversity creates distrust (Grewal, 2016). 

Algorithms exist that construct higher dimensional number systems 
from lower dimensional number systems (Hilbert, 2020). The number 

system starts from the real numbers, complex numbers, quaternions, 
octonions, and higher dimensional numbers (Hilbert, 2020). In the 
number system, the higher dimensional numbers, the better versatility 
we can obtain (Hilbert, 2020; Baez, 2012). 

This paper shows why the current DPT sometimes fails in creating 
better groups. This is because the current DPT is expressed in real 
numbers (Page, 2007). The current DPT lies in that the goal is to mini-
mize the squared difference between the crowd’s prediction and the 
truth. The squared difference always produces positive numbers 
regardless of individual abilities or qualities as long as real numbers are 
used in diversity. In real society, a negative individual always degrades 
the quality of the group, but the squared difference (positive or nega-
tive) will always generate positive numbers in the current DPT. This 
means that infinite population can achieve the maximum performance. 

The extended DPT is proposed where individuals are expressed by 
the complex number with the better versatility. The squared difference 
can be distinguished by individual abilities. The squared difference by 
negative individuals can generate negative numbers in the extended 
DPT because of the power of complex numbers. 

The wisdom of crowds or swam intelligence is actually implemented 
in ensemble machine learning of artificial intelligence which is called 
Random Forest (Stephan et al., 2015; Buckley et al., 2021). The number 
of trees in Random Forest is equivalent to swam population size. 

Constructing optimal binary decision trees is NP-complete (Hyafil 
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and Rivest, 1976). In other words, swarm intelligence with optimum 
population size is unknown. In other words, the optimum number of 
trees in the Random Forest algorithm is also unknown. However, the 
latest swarm intelligence study shows that too small population or too 
large population does not obtain the good performance (Piotrowski 
et al., 2020). Besides, the large number of trees in Random Forest does 
not mean the good performance (Oshiro et al., 2012). 

Most systems based on artificial intelligence or machine learning are 
using the real number. When we can use the higher numbers, the better 
versatility can be added to the future AI systems. This paper shows how 
to use the higher numbers for creating smart human groups or systems 
from the viewpoint of collective intelligence, swam intelligence or 
nature-inspired intelligence. 

The proposed idea using the complex number is derived from the 
energy maximization of impedance matching. In impedance matching, 
we need to nullify the imaginary part to maximize the transmission 
energy. In other words, the impedance matching problem is equivalent 
to the diversity prediction problem. The goal of DPT is to minimize the 
squared difference between the crowd’s prediction and the truth while 
that of impedance matching using the complex number is to maximize 
the transmission energy. 

In order to express individual abilities in diversity prediction theory, 
constrained complex numbers are introduced where they can be 
expressed in real or complex numbers only in the imaginary part for 
simplicity. 

If individual ability xi is expressed by xi = ai (positive individuals) or 
xi = bi j (negative individuals) in the proposed diversity prediction 
model, xi

2 can be represented by ai
2 or -bi

2 where ai
2 and -bi

2 are both 
real numbers. As with impedance matching, the imaginary parts are all 
nullified in the proposed diversity prediction model. Note that ai and bi 

are real numbers and j is an imaginary number (j =
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
− 1

√
). 

If individual ability xi is expressed by xi = ai + bi j, xi
2 can be rep-

resented by xi
2 = ai

2-bi
2+2 aibi j where the imaginary term 2 aibi j still 

remains. As with impedance matching, we need to nullify the imaginary 
parts, but we cannot. Therefore, xi = ai + bi j expression as individual 
ability cannot be used in the proposed diversity prediction model. 

The complex number allows us to express two classes such as positive 
and negative individual abilities in the proposed DPT. In other words, 
the conventional DPT based on the real number cannot express indi-
vidual abilities while the proposed DPT based on the complex number 
can express individual abilities or qualities. Individual abilities or 
qualities will be detailed in this paper. 

2. Rationale 

Diversity is the quality of being diverse or different; difference or 
unlikeness. The DPT is introduced by Page where it shows how the 
power of diversity creates better groups, firms, schools, and societies 
(Page, 2007). The term, “collective intelligence”, swam intelligence or 
“wisdom of crowd” is used for explaining intelligence of sociological 
diversity. 

The goal of DPT is to minimize the squared difference between the 
crowd’s prediction (C) and the truth (X). In the DPT, the number system 
is based on the real numbers (Page, 2007): 

(C − X)2＝
1
n
∑n

i=1
(xi − X)2

−
1
n
∑n

i=1
(xi − C)2  

where C is the crowd’s prediction, X is the truth, xi is individual i’s 
prediction, and n is the number of individuals respectively. 

The DPT can be summarized as follows: 
[crowd’s square error] = [mean square error] – [diversity of 

crowds]. 
The last term of [diversity of crowds] can reduce the value of 

[crowd’s square error] as long as the diversity of crowds is greater than 
zero. 

If the number system is based the real number, then it is true that the 
term of [diversity of crowds] is always greater than zero: 

1
n
∑n

i=1
(xi − C)2

≥ 0  

In other words, the power of diversity always creates better groups by 
the diversity term. 

However, the problem of the DPT lies in ignoring individual abilities. 
Can you imagine that negative diverse individuals can create better 
groups? The current DPT is missing an important indicator to express 
individual abilities. 

Besides, based on the DPT model, the higher the number of in-
dividuals, the better the diversity intelligence. Based on the DPT model, 
the maximum diversity intelligence can be obtained by the infinite 
number of individuals. However, the latest study of swarm intelligence 
shows that the best performance was obtained with swarms composed of 
70–500 particles (Piotrowski et al., 2020). This result shows that too 
small population or too large population does not show the good per-
formance in optimization. Similarly, in Random Forest algorithms, 
increasing the number of trees does not mean the performance 
improvement (Oshiro, 2021). 

In the proposed DPT using the complex number, we can express 
positive and negative individuals for organizing better groups or soci-
eties while the conventional DPT only allows us to express positive 
individuals. 

3. Complex number 

In order to express the versatility of individuals or individual abili-
ties, assume the individual i can be given by xi = ai or xi = jbi where ai 

and bi are real numbers and j is an imaginary number with j =
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
− 1

√
. And 

assume C = 0 for simplicity. 
Assuming ′′xi = ai or xi = jbi′′ means that we can have two types of 

individuals: positive and negative person. Versatility of the complex 
number allows us to express positive and negative individuals. In the 
current DPT, remember that all persons are expressed by the real 
number. 

If the number system is based on the complex number with the above 
conditions 

since j2 =
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
− 1

√ 2
= − 1, then 

the value of [diversity of crowds] expressed by the complex number 
can be converted to the real number fortunately: 

1
n
∑n

i=1
(xi)

2
≥ 0 or

1
n
∑n

i=1
(xi)

2
≤ 0 

As long as individuals are expressed by xi = ai or xi = jbi, the square 
of individuals can be converted to the real number (positive or nega-
tive). Remember that the square of individuals using the real number is 
always greater than zero. In other words, there is no negative value of 
[diversity of crowds] in the conventional DPT. 

If a team of individuals composed of diverse negative persons, then 
diversity of negative crowds can be calculated as the negative real 
number: 

1
n
∑n

i=1
(xi)

2
< 0  

which is smaller than zero. In other words, the power of diversity using 
the complex number allows us to express negative groups. This is 
theoretically correct because the group is made up of diverse negative 
individuals. 
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4. Discussion 

When expressing individuals with the complex number, we are 
allowed to express positive and negative individuals for creating better 
groups while the current DPT using real numbers only allows us to ex-
press positive individuals. 

In the current DPT, because of the diversity term, the larger number 
(the number of members in the group), the better group can be created 
regardless of individual qualities. The current DPT using real numbers 
misses an important indicator of individual abilities such as positive and 
negative ability. Based on the real number, the current DPT shows such 
unpleasant behaviors in diversity. 

In the extended DPT, the diversity term can be expressed by the 
complex number so that the better group can be created by selecting 
individuals with their qualities or abilities (positive and negative), not 
by the number of members. 

In the extended DPT, the proposed method in the complex number 
allows us to express positive and negative individuals to organize better 
groups and societies while the conventional DPT in real numbers only 
allows us to express positive individuals or qualities. Diversity using the 
complex number allows us to select a team of members (positive or 
negative individuals) and plays a key role in always creating better 
groups or societies. 

As mentioned in INTRODUCTION Section, all traditional machine 
learning algorithms are based on real numbers. Complex numbers are 
not yet used in current machine learning. By introducing complex 
numbers to machine learning, we may be able to turn the algorithms into 
a new dimension. Because, a complex number consists of the ordered 
pair: the real component and the imaginary component. Complex 
numbers can be expressed in terms of their magnitude and phase angle. 
Complex numbers play a key role in machine learning (Bassey et al., 
2021; Jesper et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2021). 

5. Conclusion 

The current DPT in real numbers always suggests that the power of 
diversity creates better groups, firms, schools, and societies where in-
dividual abilities are ignored. In the current DPT, the best performance 
can be obtained by the infinite number of individuals. However, the 
latest swarm intelligence study reveals that too small population or too 
large population does not obtain the good performance. The current DPT 
contradicts with the latest result of swarm intelligence. 

The complex number allows us to express individual abilities by 
positive and negative individuals in the extended DPT. 

Diversity using the complex number suggests that selecting a team of 
members (positive or negative individuals) plays a key role in always 
creating better groups or societies. 

The diversity prediction problem is equivalent to the impedance 
matching problem. The goal of diversity prediction problems is to 
minimize the squared difference between the crowd’s prediction and the 
truth while that of impedance matching is to maximize the transmission 
energy. The diversity problem is a reinvention of the impedance 
matching problem. 

There is a problem of how to build a good team in order to achieve a 
given goal with the best performance. This paper concludes that di-
versity should not be simply introduced into an organization, but rather 

diversity should be introduced by taking into account the capabilities of 
individuals and the number of individuals in a team or group. 

In collective intelligence or wisdom of crowds, the size of the group 
with its individual capabilities infer intelligence. 

This study proposed methodological improvements to existing 
research methods. However, as Future Work, an empirical study or Case 
Study is needed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the new 
methodology. 
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